
Release your global applications faster with an automated deployment process. 



The Unified Deployment Engine (UDE) is a patented deployment acceleration fea-

ture. The UDE engages an algorithm to calculate an optimal deployment plan that 

can be executed by middleware and hypervisor plugins, at the time of the deploy-

ment. With guidance from the UDE, middleware and cloud plugins can successfully 

generate accurate deployment procedures for each individual deployment.

The UDE feature removes the reliance on lengthy scripts and procedure manuals 

and enables the middleware and cloud plugins with error free deployment steps.

F.1 

Deployit is an Enterprise-class application release automation 

platform that has proven to be the fastest and most reliable way 

to deliver applications to middleware and cloud environments.  

Deployit is powered by a unique algorithm-based feature that 

completely automates the deployment function (see F.1). 

Built specifically for heterogeneous environments, Deployit  

integrates with all major middleware tools (e.g. WebSphere,  

WebLogic, JBoss) and cloud platforms (e.g. Workload Deployer, 

VMware).
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Accelerated Delivery Improves Time to Market

Deployit guarantees the fastest delivery of applications to online 

environments. Leading enterprises are choosing Deployit’s 

release automation tooling to optimize the delivery process of on-

line applications and to, ultimately, enable faster Speed-to-Market 

for new applications and application upgrades.

An Optimized Deployment Process Reduces 
Operational Expenditure

Deployit offers one platform for efficient deployment delivery and 

effective deployment management across multiple environments. 

The platform enhances the utilization of IT resources by reducing 

the complexity of the deployment process, significantly.

A Comprehensive Deployment Console Improves 
End to End Delivery

Deployit’s robust, end to end, platform empowers release 

teams with a standardized deployment process. This creates a 

stronger alignment between development, operations, system  

administrators, etc. 

Role-based Security Enables a Secure and  
Compliant Deployment Lifecycle

Deployit is equipped with role based security that ensures each 

user can track and trace deployment activity. Because Deployit 

stores and reports all deployment data, you can be sure that you 

are meeting compliance standards.

A Plug and Play Deployment Platform Allows 
Unparalleled Enterprise Scale

Deployit leverages out of the box plug and play middleware 

support, so you can deploy to any major middleware and cloud 

environment, easily.

Intuitive Reporting Guarantees Insight into The 
Deployment Process

Deployit has built in reporting that allows users and managers 

to have a bird eye view into the lifecycle of the deployment. This 

reporting offers a health check for deployments and the reports 

easily extend out to BI tooling.

Reasons Deployit is Right for Your Organization

For more information on  

Deployit features and value 

www.xebialabs.com
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AirFrance-KLM save $1 million, per annum, with Deployit.

Karavel.com deliver applications 8 times faster, with Deployit.

Kadaster expect 70% increase in team productivity, with Deployit. 
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